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Two mean-value estimates are proved for sums of real characters /(n) defined by
Kronecker’s symbol (Dn), where D ranges over Q, the set of quadratic discriminants.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Every real nonprincipal character /D(n) can be represented by the
Kronecker symbol (Dn) for n>0, where D is taken from the set Q of
quadratic discriminants:
Q=[D | D not a square, D#0 or 1 (mod 4)].
Each D # Q is uniquely expressible as dm2, where d # F, the set of
fundamental discriminants,
F=[d | d squarefree, d#1 (mod 4)] _ [d=4N | N squarefree,
N#2 or 3 (mod 4)],
so that /D is induced by the primitive character /d , where /d (n)=(dn) for
n>0. For fixed positive n, the values of (Dn) coincide with the values of
/n(D), where /n is a real character modulo n or 4n. Since /n(D) is defined
for all D, this observation will allow us to sum (Dn) over all D for a fixed
n>0. Details and further information on the Kronecker symbol can be
found in [35, 7, 10].
The first theorem is an extension to Kronecker symbols of a theorem of
Montgomery and Vaughan [9] that bounds an average of sums of Legendre
symbols. Its proof requires a few modifications of Montgomery and Vaughan’s
proof and is simplified somewhat by a result of Heath-Brown [6].
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Theorem 2 provides an improved bound for a sum studied previously by
Jutila [8] and Saparnijazov and Fainleib [12]:
Theorem 2.
SQ(X, Y )= :
D # Q





In proving Theorem 2 we will consider three cases. The case YXlog X
follows immediately from Theorem 1 with k=1. The case YX12 is handled
by replacing (Dn) with /n(D) for fixed n. The case X12<Y<Xlog X requires
greater care. We will use an approximation due to Vaaler [13] of the
characteristic function of [0, Y] to show that
:
d # F




<<XY log X ;
then the sum can be extended easily to include imprimitive characters.
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
The first lemma is a Fourier expansion for character sums first given by
Po lya [11] and stated in the following form by Montgomery and Vaughan
[9, Lemma 1].
Lemma 1. If / is a primitive character modulo q, q>1, then for real u









Here {(/) is the Gauss sum, and |{(/)|=q12.
We also require an estimate due to Burgess [2, Theorem 2] for character
sums over short intervals.
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Lemma 2. Let / be a non-principal character modulo k. Then, for any
real u, v1,
} :u<nu+v /(n) }<<= v
12k316+=.
Lemmas 3, 4, and 5 deal with weighted averages of character sums.
Lemma 3 is proved in [1]; Lemma 4 is a variant, proved similarly.
Lemma 5 is due to Heath-Brown [6, Corollary 2].
Lemma 3. Suppose that X2 and Y2. Then for arbitrary real or
complex numbers an ,
:
|D| X








Lemma 4. Suppose that X2 and Y2. Then for arbitrary real or
complex numbers an ,
:
|D| X











Lemma 5. Suppose that X and Y are positive integers. Then for arbitrary
real or complex numbers an ,
:
|d | X








Since the proofs of both theorems require that we represent the
Kronecker symbol (Dmn) as the character /mn(D) for fixed positive m
and n, and this character is principal when mn is a square, we require the
following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let : and ; be fixed real numbers {&12, and let 1u<v
and 1U<V. Let S=u<mv, U<nV, mn=g m:n ;. Then
S<<:, ; max(u:+12, v:+12) max(U ;+12, V ;+12) log M,
where
M={min(u, U )min(v, V ),
if :, ;<&12;
otherwise.
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Proof. Since m and n can be written uniquely as hs2 and kt2, where h








so that bounding S requires bounding sums of the form s s2:. Thus if :
and ; are both >&12, then S<<v:+12V ;+12 log(min(v, V )).
If : and ; are both <&12, then s s2:<<min(1, (uh):+12). Without








<<u:+12U ;&12 log(min(u, U )).
Now suppose :>&12 and ;<&12. If Uv, then, as in the previous
case, different bounds are required for the sum over t, depending on the






<<v:+12U ;+12 log U.
If U>v, then h is always less than U, so that the sum over t is bounded
by (Uh) ;+12, and so S<<v:+12U ;&12 log min(v, V). Similarly, if
:<&12 and ;>&12, then S<<u:+12V ;+12 log(min(v, V )).
Combining all of the above cases, we see that if :, ;{&12, then
S<<max(u:+12, v:+12) max(U ;+12, V ;+12) log M,
as was asserted. K
The proof of Theorem 1 requires the following estimate due to Montgomery
and Vaughan [9, Lemma 10].











Here dk is the kth division function determined by the relation
: dk(n) n&s=‘(s)k.
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The proof of Theorem 2 requires an approximation of the characteristic
function for an interval. If /I (x) is the characteristic function of the closed
interval I=[0, Y], then the function
/I*(x)= 12 [sgn(x)&sgn(x&Y )],
coincides with /I(x) except at 0 and Y. Thus, in order to approximate
/I (x), it suffices to approximate sgn(x). To this end, Vaaler [13, p. 191]














For real x, H(x) approximates sgn(x); thus to approximate /I*(x), we will
use
W(x)= 12 [H($x)&H($(x&Y ))],
where $ is a positive parameter. Observe that W(x)=W(Y&x).
Vaaler [13, Lemma 5] proves that |H(x)|1 and |sgn(x)&H(x)|
K(x); in fact, sgn(x)&H(x) drops off faster than K(x):





























































































which is <<min(1, x&3). K
The following lemma and its corollary are due to Vaaler [13, Theorem 6
and Corollary 7].
Lemma 9. The function J(z) is integrable and satisfies
J(x)<<(1+|x| )&3
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for all real x. The Fourier transform of J(x) is given by
1 if t=0,
J (t)={?t(1&|t| ) cot ?t+|t| if 0<|t|<1,0 if 1|t|.
The function J (t) is even, nonnegative, continuously differentiable, and strictly
decreasing on [0, 1].
Corollary 10. The Fourier transform of the function E(x)=H(x)&
sgn(x) is given by
E (t)={0(?it)&1 [J (t)&1]
if t=0,
if t{0.
Next, we prove a lemma involving the Fourier transform of W, the
approximation of /I*.
Lemma 11. For every $>0,
W (t)={(2?it)






|W (t)|<<min(Y, |t|&1) (2)
uniformly. Therefore, by (1) and the definition of J , it follows that W (t)=0
for |t|$.





W (t)=(2$)&1 E (t$)(1&e(&tY ))+$&1 /^[0, $Y](t$),
and so W (0)=Y. But $&1/^[0, $Y](t$)=(2?it)&1 (1&e(&tY )) when t{0,
so that
W (t)=(2?it)&1 (1&e(&tY )) J (t$)
for t{0 by Corollary 10.
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To prove (2), it suffices to observe that |t&1(1&e(&tY))|<<min(Y, |t|&1),
since |J (t$)|1 for all t by Lemma 9. K
We also require an estimate of the total variation of W ; to obtain this
estimate, we use the following well-known property of the total variation.
Lemma 12. Suppose that w1 and w2 are functions of bounded variation,
and that there exist positive numbers M1 and M2 such that |wi (x)|Mi for
x # [a, b]. Then
var
[a, b]





Lemma 13. If A, B>0, then var[A, B] W (t)<<BYA&1.








by Lemma 12. Now max[A, B] |t&1(1&e(&tY ))|<<min(Y, A&1), and





Therefore var[A, B] W (t)<<BYA&1, as was desired. K
The following lemma, an immediate consequence of the partial summa-
tion formula, suggests that the Po lyaVinogradov inequality can be applied
to weighted character sums provided that the weights are not too oscillatory.










anbn }(M+V ) maxknl Sn .
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1









<<k X k+1 ; (3)
the sum can then be extended to imprimitive characters as follows. Denote
maxY |nY (Dn)| by M(D), and the least Y that produces this maximum
by Y(D). Since every quadratic discriminant D can be written uniquely as




















n +}= } :nY(dm2 ) \
d
n+ :q | (n, m) +(q) }
= } :q | m +(q) \
d











as long as (3) holds; but this is <<X k+1 since k>0.
To prove (3), we note that Ho lder’s inequality suggests that this
inequality becomes stronger as k increases through positive values. Hence
it suffices to prove (3) for integers k2.
To deal with character sums of varying lengths, we use a technique
found in the work of Menchov and Rademacher. Let A=[a2&R : a # Z,
0a<2R], where R will be chosen later. For : # A, write :=Rr=1 =r2
&r,
where =r==r(:)=0 or 1. Let &1=0; for r>1, let &r(:)=2r r&1m=1 =m2
&m.
Note that &r<2r and (0, :]=Rr=1 (&r2
&r, (&r+=r) 2&r]. Choose N(d )
such that N|d | and |Nn=1 (dn)|=maxY |
Y
1 (dn)|. Then there exists an
: # A such that N: |d |<N+|d | 2&R.






\dn+} } :n: |d | \
d
n+}+ } :Nn<: |d | \
d
n +} .
By Lemma 2 with ==132, the second sum above is <<2&R2 |d |2332. If R
is chosen so that
X 7162R<2X 716, (4)
then this sum is <<|d |12 whenever |d |X. Thus it suffices to show that,
for : # A, :=:(d ), we have
:
d # F














n # (&r 2
&r |d | , (&r+=r ) 2

















Note that the first factor in (6) is a partial sum of a convergent series, so
that it remains only to bound the second factor.




&r |d |, (&r+=r ) 2
&r |d |] \
d
n+
<<|d |12 } :hH \
d
h+ e(h&r2&r) a(h)}+1+|d | H&1 log |d |, (7)
where
a(h)=a(h, r)=h&1(e(h2&r)&1)<<min(2&r, h&1). (8)
Raising the right-hand side of (7) to the 2k power, we get a contribution
<<|d |k } :hH \
d
h + e(h&r2&r) a(h)}
2k
+1+(|d | H&1)2k log2k |d |,
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+XR2k+1(1+(XH &1)2k log2k X ); (9)
by (4), the last term is small enough provided that
H=X12 log3 X. (10)
To show that the bound on the main part of (9) does not depend on &r ,









&=0 } :hH \
d
h + e(h&2&r) a(h)}
2k
<<k X. (11)
First, consider the contribution to (11) by terms where H(r)<hH,




h+ e(h&2&r) a(h)<< :hH h
&1<<log X (12)
to 2k&2 of the 2k factors, we see that this range of h contributes








|d |X } :H(r)<hH \
d
h+ e(h&2&r) a(h) }
2
. (13)




|a(h) a(k)|+log H \ :H(r)<hH |a(h)| h
12+
2
<<XH(r)&1 log H(r)+H log H




2rH(r)&1+X 1516(log X )4k+2 (14)
by (10). Taking
H(r)=2r(log X )4k+1, (15)
we find that (13) <<X, and hence so is the contribution to (11) by terms
where H(r)<hH.
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When hH(r) we distinguish two cases, rR1 and R1<rR, where
R1 is chosen below. First, consider the contribution to (11) when rR1










b(h)=bk(h; r, &)<<dk(h) min(2&kr, h&1). (16)
By (16) and Lemma 3 we have
:
d # F
|d | X } :hH(r) \
d
h+ e(h&2&r) a(h) }
2k








By Lemma 7, this is
<<(X+H(r)2k log H(r)) 2&krr2k 2+k&2,
which is <<X2&krr2k2+k&2 if R1 is chosen so that H(r)kX 13 whenever
rR1 . Taking
R1=[log X(4k log 2)] (17)
will suffice. Summing over r<R1 and all & yields an upper bound of
X rR1 r
2k2+k&22&(k&1)r, which is <<X since k2; hence the contribu-
tion to (11) when rR1 and hH(r) is <<X.
Now consider terms in (11) with hH(r) and R1<rR. After applying
the trivial bound (12) to 2k&4 of the 2k factors, we find that we must
show that







&=0 } :hH(r) \
d
h+ e(h&2&r) a(h) }
4
<<X. (18)




&=0 } :hH(r) \
d




t=1 } :hH(r) 2 \
d
h+ c(h; r, t) }
2
,
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where c(h; r, t)=h1 , h2 a(h1) a(h2), and the sum over h1 and h2 extends
over h1 , h2H(r) such that h1 h2=h and h1+h2#t (mod 2r).
























|c(h; r, t) c(h$; r, t)| :
h1 } } } h4=g






By Lemma 7 this is <<2&2rr8. Thus the right-hand side of (19)
<<X1+2=(log X )6+6= 2&rr8. Summing over r>R1 , we find that (18) holds
as long as =<18k. Hence (3) is proved.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
First, note that, when YXlog X, we can apply Theorem 1 with k=1
to obtain an even stronger result.
Next, when YX 12, we extend the sum SQ(X, Y ) to include square D,
taking (Dn)=1 for such D. Switching the order of summation, we obtain
SQ(X, Y )<< :
m, nY
:




For fixed mn, the values of (Dmn) are given by a character /mn modulo mn
or 4mn, where /mn is principal if mn is a square. Thus by the Po lya






(mn)12 log mn. (21)
By Lemma 6, the first sum in (21) is <<XY log Y ; the second sum is
<<Y3 log Y. Hence, when YX 12, we have SQ(X, Y )<<XY log X.
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Next, to treat Y in the interval (X12, Xlog X ), we will first bound
SF (X, Y )= :
d # F





Rewrite nY (dn) using W(n), the Vaaler function approximation to
/[0, Y](n), taking $=X&12. In order to avoid negative ‘‘denominators’’ in







W(n) /d (n)+ :

n=&
(/[0, Y](n)&W(n)) /d (n).
Then
SF(X, Y )<< :
d # F








To treat the main term above, we note that the character /d is primitive
and hence may be written as a linear combination of additive characters,
so that
/d (n) {(/d )= :
1|k|[|d |2]
/d (k) e \kn|d |+


















W \m+ k|d |+
by Poisson summation. By Lemma 11, W is supported on [&$, $], so that




|d | \ :|k|$ |d | /d (k) W \
k
|d |++\ :|l |$ |d | /d (l ) W \
l
|d |++ .




1k, l$ |d |
/kl (d ) W \\k|d | + W \
\l
|d |+ ,
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where /kl (d) is the character mod kl or 4kl which agrees with (dkl ) for
d # F; we call these sums S1 , ..., S4 . Then the main term in (22) is






1k, l$ |d |
/kl (d ) W \ k|d |+ W \
l
|d |+ . (23)
To treat this sum, we first restrict |d | to an interval of the form (U2, U],
and switch the order of summation to obtain a contribution of
<<U&1 :
1k, l$U } :U2<dU /kl (d ) W \
k
|d |+ W \
l
|d |+} . (24)
for these terms.
The sum over d in (24) is treated differently depending on whether or not
kl is a square. When kl is a square,
} :U2<dU /kl (d) W \
k
|d |+ W \
l
|d |+}<<U min(Y, Uk&1) min(Y, Ul &1)
by Lemma 11. If U<Y, the contribution to (24) of these terms is













Each of these sums can be bounded by appealing to Lemma 6, so that,
regardless of the size of U, the diagonal terms contribute <<UY log $U
to (24).
When kl is not a square, /kl is nonprincipal. Lemma 14 and Po lya
Vinogradov imply that the contribution of each such term to (24) is









Applying Lemmas 11, 12, and 13, we see that the total contribution to (24)




(kl)12 (log kl )(min(Y, Ul&1)+min(Y, Uk&1))
<<Y log $U($U)2.
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Since $=X&12, this is <<U2 YX&1 log $U. Thus (24) is <<(UY log $U )
(1+UX&1).





(2&r+2&2r) log $(2&rX ),
so that the main term in (22) is <<XY log X.















To bound the first sum in (24), we note that, by Lemma 8,

















each term above can be seen to be <<Y log Y by appealing to Lemma 6
and recalling that Y>X12. Therefore X m, n>0, mn= g rmrn<<XY log Y ;
but since Y<Xlog X, the diagonal terms contribute <<XY log X.
Next, by the Po lyaVinogradov inequality, the second term in (25) is
<<\ :m>0 rm m
12+\ :n>0 rnn
12 log n+ .
To bound m>0 rm m12, we again use the bound in (26). The bound
rm<<1 holds for m in the intervals (0, X 12) and (Y&X12, Y+X12); hence
the contribution of these terms is <<X34 and <<(XY )12, respectively. For
the remaining terms, we use the bound rm<<X 32(m&3+(m&Y)&3). The










which is <<(XY )12 since Y>X12. Similarly,
:
n>0
rnn12 log n<<(XY )12 log X.
Therefore the error term in (22) is <<XY log X, so that SF (X, Y)<<
XY log X.
To finish the proof, we note, as in the proof of Theorem 1, that each
D # Q is uniquely expressible as dm2, where d # F, so that

















= } :q | m +(q) \
d





By the Cauchy inequality, this is
 :


































since the sum is a partial sum of a convergent series, this completes the
proof.
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